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Daddies hold sway over their little girls

Research has shown that daughters with solid relationships with their fathers
develop well emotionally, possessing positive self-image and confidence
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My father was never much of an advice giver except when it really mattered.

When I first started dating Jim (now my husband), I was 26. We were about to take off

for a short trip to England, when my father offered: "Come home at any time if you

think it's wise."

What had my father seen that I hadn't?

Another bout of weighty guidance came after a nasty fight with Jim in Rome, when I

nearly called off our wedding during our drive around the world to 116 countries - our

three-year Guinness World Record circumnavigation.

I called home, broken-hearted, only to hear my dad suggest: "You need to step back

and take a breath, Paige. Perhaps even come home for a bit."

"Maybe I'll give it a few days."

"Okay," he sighed. "Just make sure you think it through. There's too much at stake.

Marriage isn't something you can fix, you know."

It was almost like talking to myself, hearing his words.

"Don't let yourself live in a dream world, Paige. You need a man who loves you and

respects you, and most of all wants to marry you."

Honest counsel from my father is among the finest gifts he has passed along so far.

How the tables have turned for fathers. Not until the 1970s

were they even allowed in delivery rooms. Yet, today, dads are

expected to change diapers, pick up dry-cleaning and

volunteer to coach the football team while balancing a

booming career.
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As Father's Day approaches and I reflect on my dad's role in my life, I cannot help but

wonder how my husband Jim is affecting our daughters, Happy and Bee. Is he doing

enough?

Is he telling them what they need to hear so they will become confident, driven,

mindful, independent women? Is he investing the right amount of time? Challenging

them often enough?

As parents, we understand we are instrumental in shaping views and ambitions for

our children. For daughters, in particular, when men still run the worlds of business

(of the Fortune 500 companies, only 24 were helmed by women last year) and politics

(Singapore's parliament is 23 per cent female), how we inspire, encourage, and

embolden them is of genuine importance and consequence.

I am convinced daughters need fathers in an increasingly greater way, since we live in

a moment when girls and young women are torn between the traditional mindset of

being good and pretty, and understanding that simply being 'good and pretty' will

never change the world.

The way we think of girls is in flux.
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Some want them to code, others still want them to cook. Increasingly, what she can

accomplish, not how she looks, matters.

Fathers play a pivotal role: they cannot simply be adoring daddies, but need to

provoke and engage their daughters on controversial ideas, history, and current

affairs.

How the tables have turned for fathers. Just a few decades ago, men were expected to

work as bread-winners - solely.

Not until the 1970s were they even allowed in delivery rooms. Yet, today, dads are

expected to change diapers, pick up dry-cleaning and volunteer to coach the football

team while balancing a booming career, which is expected above all else.

http://straitstimes.com/sites/default/files/attachments/2019/06/09/ST_20190609_PPCOL09_4890467.pdf
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Dads matter more than ever. Vast research exists on how mothers and children relate,

while studies on fathers' impact on their children is a relatively new genre.

We know that girls with solid relationships with their dads develop well emotionally,

possessing positive self-image, confidence, and the ability to cope with everyday

stress, according to the Journal Of Family Psychology. The sooner fathers are involved,

the tighter the bond between them grows.

In fact, the Father Effect (the impact of paternal presence) for boys and girls is pretty

much even until puberty; then, if girls enjoy a strong and healthy relationship with

their dads, these same girls will take fewer sexual risks as teenagers.

Fathers must engage with their daughters, know what they believe, dream of, and

want to accomplish.

In our home, it helps when dad hums along to singer Taylor Swift. The old-fashioned

father who overprotects his daughter is only sending her a negative vibe, implying he

might not completely trust her or her decisions.

When dads condemn the media and ads that too often feed on girls' insecurities, their

daughters understand dad does not condone it either.

Additionally, fathers need to help build a positive body image - never ever suggesting

thinness as a goal for a daughter (or wife, for that matter, since projecting is real.)

Fortunately, my husband gets this, and when he's not travelling (which is too often),

he is a hands-on, devoted dad. Jim even wrote a book for our daughters, A Gift To My

Children: A Father's Lessons For Life And Investing, in which he passes on meaningful

nuggets on investing like "Pay attention to what everybody else neglects", but also

tidbits such as "Use good manners no matter where you are or whom you're with".

He loves to read Goodnight Stories For Rebel Girls to Bee, 11, before bed, and Happy,

16, adores how he spoils her with books for her Kindle. "As many as you can read," he

promised her as soon as she fell in love with Nancy Drew, at age seven.

My Jim is frugal, does not buy new clothes or even own a watch, but he spends

generously on books for our girls, particularly ones with strong female characters.

"They need to know they can do anything they set their minds to," he reminds me.
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It's normal for Jim to seek out female doctors and dentists for our daughters and for

himself; he even looks for female-driven businesses as investments. On a weekend, we

might all watch a strong female-centric movie such as Hidden Figures (2016).

During the holidays last December, he took Happy with him to Beijing to work as his

translator in meetings. (I'm pretty sure he paid her with books.) Jim encourages the

girls to research female candidates running for office, female start-ups, female CEOs.

One night, he mentioned: "Only 2.2 per cent of VC (venture capital) money goes to

women." Happy, incredulous, replied: "That's terrible, daddy," while Bee asked,

"What's VC?" Then Jim patiently educated her.

When Bee was tiny, Jim allowed her to paint his nails bright pink and when she

suggested they go camping, Jim, a few nights later, pitched a small tent outside,

although the camping experience lasted only two short hours.

For sure, Jim has enjoyed some wins as dad, but he could do more (just as I could as

mum).

The world needs fathers who understand just how important they are to daughters

and ones willing to make that relationship a genuine priority. Dare I write that a strong

investment at an early age with daughters will produce a brilliant ROI (return on

investment) when they are older.

And since I am asking this of fathers, it seems only appropriate to challenge mothers,

sons and daughters, with Father's Day coming, to acknowledge fathers properly on

this special day.

A card will not cut it.

Let's treat him as well as we treat mum on Mother's Day. If we expect fathers to up

their games, then maybe it is time to show our dads more love.
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